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Today the ncts in purse seines are usually made of nylon with

or without knots, and the meshes are always of the usual

rombic shape. It is also possible to make knotless nets of

other mesh shapcs thnn rombic, e.g. hexagonal. ANDREEV &

LJUBIMOV (1975) have made a theoretical study of nets with

hexagonal meshes. The most interesting aspects are the saving

in net material in relation to net of rombic meshes. This

. saving is 15.5% for a net of regular hexagonal meshes com

pared vJi th a net of rombic meshes with the same mesh opening

with square shape. Besides this saving in n2t material the

net cf hexagonal meshes have other properties, e.g. different

stretchability in the two main directions.

In view of these properties the Institute of Fishery Technolo

gy Research decided to start a project to examine if net of

hexagonal meshes could be suitable in purse seines.

The easiest way to manufacture net of hexagonal meshes is to

make multiple interlaces in knotless net webbing at the

joining points until these form bars of the same length as the

other bars in the meshes. But in this way two of the six
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bars in a mesh will be of double thickncss.

Last year comparativc nctting strcngth measurcmtns bctwccn net

of hexagonal and rombic meshes of the same dimension \Vcre

carricd out. It was found that the nctting strength \Vas

higher in net of rombic mcshes than for hexagonal meshes both

in the lcngth and breadth dircction of the netting, i.e. 14

and 21%, respectively, but the net of hexagonal meshes was 16%

stronger in the diagonal direction.

Initial trials of using net of hexagonal meshcs in a purse

seine were subscquently carried out. The cehtre part of an

ordinary herring purse seine vii th net of rombic meshes was

tt replaced by a nct of hexagonal mcshes of the same dimension in a

length of 47 m along the floatline and in full depth (90 m) •.
The nct of hexagonal meshes was hung to thc floatline with

a hang-in ratio of 25% while thc other part of the net had a

hang-in ratio of 45%. Thc net of hexagonal meshes was mountcd

and testcd with the length direction of the mesh both verti

cally und horizontally.

The operation depth of the net was measured by a bathykymo

graph. It was found that the part of thc net with hcxagonal

meshes reachcd greater depth than the other parts of the seine

and the greatest depth was obtained when the hexagonal meshes

were mounted in horizontal direction.

This year a full scaled purse seine with net of hexagonal

meshes has been built and tested. The net was built as a

medium sized saithe 113t with a mesh opcning of 60 mm (each

bar 20 mm). The length of the net was 465 m along the float

line and 32 m longer along the leadline. The maximum strctched

net dcpth. was 83 m. Thc net 6f hexagonal meshes was hung to

thc floatlinc with a hang-in ratio of 25% and with the length

direction of the hexagonal meshes mounted horizontally. The

groundrope was a leadcable of 1.38 kg/m.

Fishing tests were carried out during the saithc fisheries at

the north and west coasts of Nonmy in June/July wi th 1'1ls
"Badsvik" a 70 ft. commercial purse seiner.
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'rhe sinking velocity and operation depth were measured by means

of a bathykymograph attached to the leadline at the middlc

purse ring. The sinking velocity was found to be about

11 m/min. which is rather fast for such a lightly vwightcd

net (1.70 kg/m including leadcable and rings).

The maximum operation depth measurcd vlaS about 80 m. In this

case the nct \'ms allovled to sink in more than 10 minutes

before the pursing startcd. This means that net of hexagonal

meshes could reach nearly the same depth as the vertical

stretched depth, though the hang-in ratio was not more than

25%. When pursing was started i~~ediately after shooting the

operation depth was measured to about 70 m. tt
The net behaved very weIl during operation. Especially in

strong current it seems to have advantage in relation to

nets of rombic meshes because of low water rcsistancc.

During the first wecks of the cruise, fish trials were carried

out on the Finnmark coast, but the consentration of saithe

was low and the schools stood rather deep, from 40 to 70 m.

Four sets were made on these schools, but the school descended

beneath the net during pursing, and no catch was obtained.

Only seiners with nets deeper than 130 m caught saithe in this

area.

Later on the fish trials were carried out on the west coast of

Norway, south of Stad. In this area rather good consentrations

of small saithe, 30-40 cm in length, were found. Nine sets

were made here on sc11001s standing from thc B~lrface to 45 m.

Six of these sets werc successful and catches from 1 to 12

tons were obtained with a total catch of about 40 tons during

aperiod of three days.
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